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Abstract— Tracking-based approaches for abandoned object 

detection often become unreliable in complex surveillance videos 
due to occlusions, lighting changes, and other factors. We present 
a new framework to robustly and efficiently detect abandoned 
and removed objects based on background subtraction and 
foreground analysis with complement of tracking to reduce false 
positives. In our system, the background is modeled by three 
Gaussian mixtures. In order to handle complex situations, several 
improvements are implemented for shadow removal, quick 
lighting change adaptation, fragment reduction, and keeping a 
stable update rate for video streams with different frame rates. 
Then, the same Gaussian mixture models used for background 
subtraction are employed to detect static foreground regions 
without extra computation cost. Furthermore, the types of the 
static regions (abandoned or removed) are determined by using a 
method that exploits context information about the foreground 
masks, which significantly outperforms previous edge-based 
techniques. Based on the type of the static regions and user-
defined parameters (e.g., object size and abandoned time), a 
matching method is proposed to detect abandoned and removed 
objects. A person-detection process is also integrated to 
distinguish static objects from stationary people. The robustness 
and efficiency of the proposed method is tested on IBM Smart 
Surveillance Solutions for public safety applications in big cities 
and evaluated by several public databases such as i-Lids and 
PETS2006 datasets. The test and evaluation demonstrate our 
method is efficient to run in real-time while being robust to quick 
lighting changes and occlusions in complex environments.  

 
Index Terms— Anti-terrorism, background subtraction, 

foreground analysis, abandoned object, removed object, video 
surveillance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he failed car bombing happened recently in Times Square 
at New York City demonstrated that effective and 

efficient detection of abandoned objects is very important to 
prevent attacks on landmarks, public transportation and 
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critical assets. Many methods have been recently proposed to 
automatically detect abandoned objects (parked vehicles and 
left-luggage) in video surveillance [1, 3-5, 7, 9, 13-15, 19-20, 
24-25, 28-32, 36-38, 44] for different applications such as 
traffic monitoring, public safety, retail, etc.  At train/subway 
stations, airports, big cities, and other public spaces with high 
traffic flows,�it becomes very challenging for security officers 
as well as video surveillance solutions to quickly detect 
objects that have been left behind. Although efforts have been 
made to establish some standards (e.g., PETS and iLids), the 
problem is not well-defined and still an open problem in video 
surveillance. For example, Beynon et al. [4] defined an 
abandoned package as any stationary package away from 
anyone considered responsible for it. Bird et al. [5] defined an 
abandoned object to be a stationary object that has not been 
touching a person (someone had to leave it) for some time 
threshold. Ferrando et al. [13] defined an abandoned object as 
a static “non-human” object which splits from a “human”. 
Spengler and Schiele [32] defined an abandoned object as a 
“non-human” foreground which keeps still over a certain 
period of time and without humans being close by. All above 
definitions cannot cover the complex situations in real life. For 
example, a car/truck is parked and then the driver leaves, or 
someone just throws a bag to an area from long distance. Also, 
in very crowded environments, it is difficult to detect the 
relationship of an abandoned object and its owner such as 
someone leaves a bag to his/her friend. 

We define an abandoned object to be a stationary object 
that has not been in the scene before, and a removed object 
to be a stationary object that has been in the scene before but 
is not there anymore. To detect abandoned and removed 
objects, we focus on how to detect static regions that have 
recently changed in the scene and how to determine whether 
they correspond to abandoned or removed objects.   

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
Most of the proposed techniques for abandoned object 

detection rely on tracking information [1, 4, 15, 19, 27, 30-32] 
to detect drop-off events, while fusing information from 
multiple cameras. As stated by Porikli [24, 25], these methods 
are not well suited to complex environments like scenes 
involving crowds and large amounts of occlusion. In addition, 
they require solving a difficult problem of object tracking and 
detection as an intermediate step. 

Aiming to address these limitations, Porikli [24, 25] 
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proposed a single camera, non-tracking-based system which 
makes use of two backgrounds for the detection of stationary 
objects. The two backgrounds are constructed by sampling the 
input video at different frame rates (one for short-term and 
another for long-term events). This technique, however, is 
difficult to set appropriate parameters to sample the input 
video for different applications, and has no mechanism to 
decide whether a persistent foreground blob corresponds to an 
abandoned object event or a removed object event. In many 
surveillance scenarios, the initial background contains objects 
that are later removed from the scene (e.g., parked cars or 
static people that move away). Correctly classifying whether a 
foreground blob corresponds to abandoned or removed objects 
is an essential problem in background modeling, but most 
existing systems neglect it. 

The ObjectVideo surveillance system [37] keeps track of 
background regions which are stored right before they are 
covered by an abandoned object. In case the same object is 
removed (i.e., the background is uncovered), the stored region 
can be matched with the current frame to determine that the 
object was removed. Clearly, this approach fails when the 
static object stays long enough in the scene, which makes the 
matching of the current frame with the stored background 
region more difficult due to differences in lighting. Another 
problem occurs when an object is already part of the initial 
background. For these cases, the ObjectVideo system relies on 
analyzing the edge energy associated with the boundaries of 
the foreground region for both the current frame and the 
background model. The assumption is that the edge energy of 
the current frame is higher for abandoned objects and lower 
for removed objects. This method was originally proposed by 
Connell et al. [9].    

Relying on edge energy to distinguish abandoned and 
removed objects works well for simple, homogeneous 
backgrounds. However, the edge energy assumption is clearly 
violated in complex scenes with cluttered backgrounds. 
Another big limitation of the edge energy based method is that 
only parts of the static objects are often detected due to the 
imperfect background subtraction in real surveillance systems 
for complex environment applications.   

 
III. OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH 

 
In this paper, we propose a novel solution to detect 

abandoned and removed objects. An earlier version of this 
paper can be found in [36]. Compared to our previous work, 
there are four major extensions that merit being highlighted: 1) 
the previous work did not keep a history of the background 
objects in the scene. The extended method provides more 
accurate results to classify static regions into abandoned and 
removed objects (Section V-B); 2) the previous work was not 
able to distinguish stationary human from non-human objects. 
In this paper, we integrate human detection in near-field, mid-
field, and far-field scenarios into the framework (Section VI-
A); 3) the previous work didn’t use any tracking information. 
In order to reduce the false positives in complex videos, we 
employ the tracking trajectories as complementary 

information (Section VI-D); 4) we add more quantitative 
experimental results in complex city scenarios (Sections VII-D 
and VII-E) and demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of 
the proposed work. In addition, the mathematical framework 
behind the technique is described in this paper. 

 
Figure 1: System diagram: (a) background subtraction and static region 
detection; (b) object type detection (abandoned or removed); (c) 
abandoned/removed object detection; and (d) integration with human 
detection and tracking information for abandoned and removed object alert 
detection. 

 
Fig. 1 shows our system diagram. The system includes four 

main components: (a) background subtraction and static 
region detection;  (b) object type detection (abandoned or 
removed); (c) abandoned/removed object alert detection; and 
(d) integration with human detection and tracking information 
for abandoned and removed object alert detection. Overall, the 
work introduced in this paper offers the following main 
contributions to robust detection of abandoned and removed 
objects in complex surveillance videos: 

• We employ a mixture of Gaussians method to analyze 
the foreground as moving objects, abandoned objects, 
or removed objects (ghosts) while detecting the 
background. 

• Different thresholds are used to obtain the foreground 
mask and the static region mask. 

• For the foreground mask, the intensity and texture 
information are integrated to remove shadows and to 
make the algorithm working for quick lighting changes. 

• For the static region mask, a new segmentation method 
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is developed to detect the type of the static region 
(abandoned or removed), significantly outperforming 
previous edge-based techniques.  

• A matching algorithm is employed to detect if the 
object is abandoned/removed long enough even under 
partial occlusion. Here, partial occlusion means either 
only a part of the object is occluded or the whole object 
is only occluded for a short period time (less than the 
user defined abandoned/removed time.) The history of 
background objects in the scene is kept to make the 
matching algorithm robust to lighting changes in 
complex videos. 

• Human detection which can detect people in near-field, 
mid-field, and far-field scenarios is integrated into the 
framework to distinguish people who stay stationary 
from static objects. 

• The tracking trajectories are employed as complement 
information to reduce the false positives in complex 
videos. Only for those abandoned/removed objects that 
meet the alert requirements that are defined by users 
will trigger the alerts.  

 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section IV, we 

describe the method of background subtraction and static 
region detection. The object type detection (abandoned or 
removed) is presented in Section V. We describe the human 
detection, abandoned/removed object alert detection, system 
interface, and complement with tracking information in 
Section VI.  Section VII covers our experimental results on 
standard datasets as well as quantitative evaluation in real-
world complex surveillance scenarios. 
 

IV. STATIC OBJECT DETECTION 
 

In this section, we describe how to detect the static objects 
from the scene. Here the static objects are the changes of the 
scene that stay in the same position for relatively long time. 
These static objects can be classified as abandoned objects and 
removed objects. We employ the mixture of Gaussian method 
to detect scene changes due to its robustness and efficiency. 
We further extend the method to detect static objects by using 
different mixture models. 

A. Multi-Gaussian Adaptive Background Models and 
Improvements 

Stauffer and Grimson [33] introduced a mixture of K 
Gaussians (K is from 3 to 5) to build the background model 
and detect the moving objects. For a pixel X at time t, the 
probability of the pixel can be written as [33]: 
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where n is the dimension of the intensity at the pixel X and  
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Where α  is the learning rate and tkM , is 1 for the model 

which matched and 0 for the remaining models. By assuming 
the red, green, and blue pixel values are independent and have 
the same variances, Iktk

2
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where T is the minimum portion of the background model. 
The � and � parameters for unmatched distributions remain the 
same. The parameters of the distribution which matches the 
new observation are updated as follows: 
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In the implementation, two significant parameters --α  and 
T need to be set. See more details in Stauffer and Grimson 
[33]. In our system, we set K = 3 (three Gaussians), α
=0.005, and T = 0.4. We implement the method on both 
grayscale and RGB video inputs. 

The mixture of Gaussians method is robust to slow lighting 
changes, periodical motions from clutter background, slow 
moving objects, long term scene changes, and camera noises. 
However, it cannot adapt to quick lighting changes and cannot 
handle shadows well. A number of techniques have been 
developed to improve the performance of the mixture of 
Gaussians method [10, 16-18, 34]. 

  In order to make the mixture of Gaussians method work 
for quick lighting changes, we integrated the texture 
information to the foreground mask to remove the false 
positive areas by using the gradient features since the texture 
in the false positive foreground areas which are caused by 
lighting changes should be similar to the texture in the 
background, and the gradient value is less sensitive to lighting 
changes and is able to derive an accurate local texture 
difference measure. To remove the false foreground masks 
that are caused by shadows, the normalized cross-correlation 
of the intensities is calculated at each pixel of the foreground 
region between the current frame and the background image 
[34].  
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B. Static Object Detection 

Similar to Tian et al. [34], we model the background using 
three Gaussian mixtures and detect the static region without 
extra computational cost. Generally, the 1st Gaussian 
distribution shows the persistent pixels and represents the 
background image. The repetitive variations and the relative 
static regions are updated to the 2nd Gaussian distribution. The 
3rd Gaussian represents the pixels with quick changes. As 
shown in equation (4), the (B+1)th mixture of Gaussians of 
the background model is used to detect if a foreground pixel 
belongs the static region: 

., 1 Tifregionstaticpixel B >∈ +ω  (5) 
In our system, we use three Gaussian mixtures. If the 

weight of the 2nd Gaussian for a pixel is larger than a 
threshold, the pixel belongs to the static region. The connected 
component process is performed for both foreground mask 
and the static region mask. 

For the system implementation, we need to solve the 
following problems: (1) When to heal the static region which 
means when to push the static region to the background model 
(the 1st Gaussian distribution)? (2) How to adjust the model 
update rate for video streams with different frame rates? (3) 
How to reduce static region fragmentation? 
 
Static Region Healing: Foreground fragments are usual for 
many background subtraction methods. In the mixture of 
Gaussians background subtraction (BGS) method, the 
different parts of a static region are often updated to the 
background model at different speeds based on the similarity 
of the pixel values between the static region and the 
background model. By pushing back the static region to the 
background model when the static region is biggest (i.e., 
before it starts shrinking), we can avoid the fragment of the 
foreground. To push the static region back to the background 
model, we reset the weight of the static region as the 
maximum weight which was defined in the program. The 
mean and variance of the 2nd Gaussian distribution is 
exchanged with the 1st Gaussian distribution for each pixel in 
the static region mask.  

 
Updating BGS models at a fixed rate for video streams 
with different frame rate: most existing adaptive BGS 
methods update the background models based on input frames 
and a predefined update rate parameter. In this case, the 
background models are updated at different speeds for video 
streams with different frame rates although the parameter of 
the update rate is the same. In real surveillance systems which 
use live videos as inputs, the video frame rate often changes 
dramatically even for the same camera view due to multiple 
engines running on one machine and the complexity of the 
scenario.  To detect abandoned objects and removed objects 
by the mixture of Gaussians method, the abandoned/removed 
time is directly related to the model update rate.  To ensure 
stability from the time the object is abandoned or removed till 
the system detects the static region, we update BGS models 
based on time stamp instead of frame number. 

 

Setting two thresholds for foreground mask and static 
region mask: In order to avoid static region fragments, we 
employ two different weight thresholds for foreground mask 
and static mask. In the mixture of Gaussians BGS method, the 
different parts of a static region are often updated to the 
background model at different speeds based on the similarity 
of the pixel values between the static region and the 
background model. Some pixels in the static region are often 
updated to the background model before the static region is 
healed. We use a lower weight threshold for the static mask 
and a higher threshold for the foreground mask. Dual 
thresholding has also been exploited by Boult et al. [6] in the 
context of background modeling. More recently, Zhang et al. 
used this idea in a more general framework, arguing that “two 
thresholds are better than one” [43] for vision applications. 

V. ABANDONED AND REMOVED OBJECT DETECTION 

After static regions are detected and healed (i.e., pushed 
into the background), we need to classify whether the healing 
corresponds to an abandoned or removed object event. In this 
section, we initially present a robust algorithm that classifies 
the static regions into abandoned or removed objects. Then we 
describe a method to reduce false static region classification 
based on the history of background regions. 

A. Heal Type Detection 

Very few methods have been proposed in the literature to 
classify static regions into abandoned or removed objects. 
Existing techniques rely on the analysis of the intensity edges 
along the static region in the background image and the 
current frame [8, 37]. The intuition is that, in many cases, 
covering the background with an object will introduce more 
edges in the image due to the object boundaries (occluding 
contours). Based on this assumption, the static foreground 
region may be classified as abandoned object if the 
background image contains fewer edges than the current frame 
(along the static foreground blob) and conversely for removed 
items.  

Although these methods work well for simple scenarios 
with a smooth background, they are not suitable for complex 
environments involving crowds and occlusions. Below we 
depict two key limitations that arise under these conditions: 

• The edge energy assumption is clearly violated when 
the background is cluttered with many intensity edges. 

• For scenes where the object is constantly occluded, it is 
possible that only part of the object is healed. In this 
case, the static region will not contain the occluding 
contours, potentially having fewer intensity edges. 

The key insight of our method to solve these problems is to 
exploit the surroundings (i.e., context information) of the 
static blob to classify it into abandoned or removed object. In 
fact, the surrounding image information has rich features to 
infer what is inside the blob, as it has been demonstrated by 
the impressive results obtained by image inpainting techniques 
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[2]. 
Image inpainting can be used to “fill up” the static 

foreground blob so that the resulting image could be compared 
to the background image to determine the heal type 
(abandoned or removed).  However, this operation is 
computationally expensive and may fail for large regions with 
complex texture patterns. 

Rather than going from the surroundings to the interior of 
the blob as in inpainting, our strategy takes the opposite way. 
We start at the boundaries of the static blob and use a 
segmentation process to grow into the exterior, in order to 
verify how the static region is compatible with its 
surroundings. Our method is inspired in some sense by the 
work of Ramanan [26], which uses segmentation to verify 
object hypotheses in pattern classification. 

Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea of our technique. Assume 
that an object was abandoned in a cluttered background. We 
first erode the static foreground region to make sure its 
boundaries fall completely inside the object. The boundaries 
of the eroded region are shown in dashed line in Figure 2(a). 
Then, we use these boundary points as seeds in a segmentation 
process. The arrows in the figure indicate the region growing 
direction. The result of this segmentation is shown in Figure 
2(b). Note that the region growing stops at the boundaries of 
the object, leading to a smaller segmented region which is not 
compatible with its surroundings. 

 
Figure 2: Heal type detection by region growing. (a) Object in a cluttered 
background. The dashed lines correspond to the eroded static region mask 
contour.  (b) Segmented region after region growing. (c) The same region on 
the background image. (d) Segmented region after region growing, which is 
larger than the region in (b). 

The same segmentation process is then applied in the 
background image, as shown in Figure 2(c).  In this case, we 
can see that the resulting segmented region in Figure 2(d) is 
much larger, indicating compatibility with its surroundings. 

The heal type is finally determined by just comparing the 
size of the two segmented regions. If the background 
segmentation is larger than the current frame segmentation, 
then the foreground region is classified as abandoned object. 
Otherwise, it is classified as a removed item. If the segmented 
regions have similar sizes, the heal type is set to “unclear”, 
which may occur when the static foreground blob corresponds 

to lighting changes or other artifacts. 
Our approach is simple to implement, runs in real-time, and 

is very reliable for real-world surveillance scenarios. It offers 
substantial improvement over previous edge-based methods in 
complex environments. Figure 3 shows a typical scene, where 
an object is left in a cluttered background. Note that the 
change in terms of edge energy (Figures 3c and 3d) is not a 
good feature to determine the heal type due to the background 
clutter. Figures 3e and 3f show the eroded mask overlaid in 
the current frame and the background, respectively. Finally, 
figures 3g and 3h show the segmented regions after the region 
growing process. Clearly, the segmented region in the 
background is larger than that of the current frame. As a result, 
the heal type is correctly determined as abandoned object. 

 
Figure 3: An example of an abandoned object is detected by our region 
growing method, while the edge energy method failed. (a) Current frame with 
an abandoned black bag. (b) Background image. (c) Edge map for the current 
frame. (d). Edge map for the background image. (e) Eroded mask overlaid in 
the current frame. (f) Eroded mask overlaid in the background image. (g) 
Resulting segmentation for the current frame. (h) Resulting segmentation for 
the background image. Heal type (abandoned) is determined by comparing the 
sizes of the two segmented regions in (g) and (h). 

B. History of Background Regions 

In order to further improve the accuracy of the static region 
classification method described above, we keep a history of 
the background objects in the scene and use this information 
as an additional cue to classify static regions into abandoned 
and removed objects. 

Consider an object entering the scene and becoming 
stationary. Before healing the object into the background, we 
store the corresponding background region for that object (i.e., 
the region behind the object) as history information (see 
Figure 4).  

 
Figure 4: When an object is abandoned, the corresponding 
background region is stored prior to pushing the object into the 
background. This information can be used to improve heal type 
detection when the object is removed. 
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Now assume the object after being healed stays stationary 
for a while and then moves again, leaving the scene. At this 
moment, after the object is removed, we have a piece of 
background which will be healed. Note that the static region 
corresponding to this new healing can be directly classified as 
“removed object” by just comparing it with the history 
information and verifying that they are similar. In case they 
are not similar (or there is no corresponding stored history 
information), we invoke the heal type detection method 
described in the previous section. This way we avoid any 
problems with lighting changes when matching the history 
information due to objects that stay stationary for a long time. 

VI. ABANDONED/REMOVED OBJECT ALERT DETECTION 

In this section, we describe the process of 
abandoned/removed object alert detection which includes 3 
parts: 1) Human detection method, 2) system interface, and 3) 
occlusion handling by keeping track the abandoned/removed 
items during a time period specified by the user. 

A. Human Detection 

In order to distinguish stationary human or non-human 
objects in the static regions, we developed a learning 
framework for human detection based on adaptive local 
features. This framework can be applied to detect humans in 
near-field, mid-field, and far-field surveillance scenarios, 
which deal with images with different levels of detail. In order 
to account for these differences, for each scenario we designed 
a human detector in a scale specifically tailored to the 
available resolution which can be configured for different 
camera views by users. Figure 5 shows the examples of near-
field (left), mid-field (middle), and far-field (right) 
surveillance scenarios. 

 

 
 
Figure 5: Examples of near-field (left), mid-field (middle), and far-field 

(right) surveillance scenarios. 
 
Near-field Human Detection: In near-field surveillance 
videos (Figure 5-left), the resolution is sufficient to make 
facial features of people clearly visible. We developed a face 
detector and a tracking system using the learning method to 
detect people in near-field scenes [12]. To design the face 
detector, we used a frontal face dataset containing 4000 face 
images for training purposes. Each training image was 
cropped and rescaled to a 24x24 patch size. A pool of adaptive 
features was generated by running a non-linear optimization 
process, with different wavelet settings (wavelet type, 
frequency, etc.) for each sample. As a result, a pool of 80000 
adaptive features was generated, containing a large variety of 
wavelet filters. It takes less than a second to create hundreds 

of adaptive features for a particular 24x24 sample in a 
conventional 3GHz desktop computer. 

For the second step of the algorithm (learning general 
features), we used an additional database of about 1000 
background (non-face) images from which 24x24 patches are 
sampled. A cascade classifier was trained by considering 4000 
faces and 4000 non-faces at each level, where the non-face 
samples were obtained through bootstrap [28]. Each level in 
the cascade was trained to reject about half of the negative 
patterns, while correctly accepting 99.9% of the face patterns. 
A fully trained cascade consisted of 24 levels. A Haar filter 
corresponding to the first 18 levels of the cascade was used in 
our experiments, in order to achieve real-time performance. 

Mid-field Human Detection: In mid-field scenes, facial 
features may not be visible due to the poor resolution (Figure 
5-middle). However, the lines that delimit the head and 
shoulders of an individual are still informative cues to find 
people in images. For these scenes, we developed a system for 
tracking and detection which locates people by scanning a 
window through the image and applying a head and shoulders 
detector at every position and scale [11]. This detector is 
designed according to the same learning framework based on 
Adaboost learning and optimized wavelet features. Similarly 
to the face detector for near-field scenarios, a training set of 
4000 images containing the head and shoulders region was 
used for training.  

Far-field Person Detection: In far-field imagery, pedestrians 
may appear as small as 30-pixels tall (Figure 5-right). In this 
scenario, the camera is known to be in a fixed position, 
making it feasible to use background modeling techniques to 
segment moving objects. In [8], we described how our far-
field surveillance system classifies blobs obtained from 
background subtraction into one of three classes: cars, people 
and groups of people.   

B. System Interface 

After a static region is healed and classified as an 
abandoned or removed object, some conditions need to be 
verified before triggering an alert. These conditions are 
specified by the user using our system interface as shown in 
Figure 6, which include: 

1) Sizes: minimum and maximum object size; 

2) Regions of Interest:  polygonal regions manually 
drawn by the user in the image (events are detected 
only on those regions); 

3) Abandoned/Removed Time: indicates how long a 
foreground region corresponding to an 
abandoned/removed object should stay stationary in 
the scene in order to trigger an alert. 

In addition to the above conditions, the object class (e.g. 
human or non-human) can also be configured by users. If both 
human and non-human object classes are selected for 
abandoned and removed object detection, the human detection 
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process is skipped. The conditions based on size, object class, 
and regions of interest are trivial to implement. For the time 
condition, we need to keep track of the healed static region 
and check whether it is persistent during the time period 
specified by the user. Since we use the 2nd Gaussian 
distribution to detect the static regions, the time from the 
object has been abandoned/removed till it has been healed to 
the background model is determined by the model update rate, 
weight threshold, and the similarity of the object and the 
background models. This time is also counted in the alert 
detection. 
 In crowded scenes, the abandoned object (or the ghost due 
to object removal) may be constantly occluded. In the next 
section, we describe our technique to verify the persistence of 
a static region under occlusions.  
 

 
Figure 6: System interface and parameter configuration for abandoned and 

removed object detection. 

C. Matching under Occlusions 

In order to verify the persistence of the abandoned and 
removed object in the scene during the time period specified 
by the user, we use the healed static region as a template and 
apply cross-correlation in each incoming frame to detect the 
object (or the ghost) at that specific image location. 
Occlusions are clearly a problem here, as they lead to low 
correlation scores. 
 Let StaticTimeThr be the time duration specified by the user 
and OccTimeThr be the maximum allowed continuous 
occlusion time. 

After the static region is healed, in case the object is not 
detected (low correlation score) for a continuous time duration 
greater than OccTimeThr, we terminate the process and no 
alert is triggered. 

In case the object is detected, we check whether the current 
time since the region became stationary is greater than 
StaticTimeThr, in which case we trigger the alert indicating an 
abandoned or removed item. This process handles occlusions 

quite well in crowded environments, while meeting the user 
specified time conditions. 

This matching process is also important to bring a spatial, 
region-based analysis into the pixelwise background 
adaptation model. Pixelwise adaptation is very useful for 
handling multimodal backgrounds (like waving trees, etc.), but 
may also lack higher-level information about the object shape. 
As an example, healing may occur if different objects with 
different shapes but same color frequently cross a specific 
image location. In this scenario, the region-based matching 
process is essential to eliminate false stationary regions. 

D. Complement with Tracking 

In some complex scenarios of video surveillance, the false 
alarm rate could be high because of varying lighting, crowded 
traffic, cluttered background, weather condition, etc. As an 
example of the failed car bombing in Times Square at New 
York City, the police department would like to automatically 
detect illegal parking in a crowded urban environment all day 
long. As shown in Figure 11, our experimental results of the 
big city on-site test (4 cameras for 20 hours) demonstrate that 
the average false-alarm rate is about 2.5 false alarms per 
minute with a detection rate of 87.8%. The false-alarm rate 
can be adjusted by changing the user defined parameters, 
however, the detection rate decreases to 65.9% when the false-
alarm rate is less than 0.5 false alarms per minute (see Figure 
11.) 

In order to keep the detection rate and decrease the false-
positive rate, we employ an additional module by using 
tracking information. In the above application, we observe that 
genuine abandoned objects, i.e., the parked vehicles typically 
come into parked space with clear trajectories, while the false 
alarms due to random lighting variations do not associate with 
regular and smooth trajectories. Hence, instead of directly 
triggering an alarm using the heal type detection and matching 
process, we combine our algorithm with a tracking algorithm 
to further reduce the false-alarm rate. 

After detecting a candidate abandoned object, we further 
verify the detection as follows using the tracker in [9], but in 
practice any tracking algorithms can be used. The tracker 
tracks all the moving objects and produces the corresponding 
trajectories. We query the tracker with the detected abandoned 
object in order to retrieve the trajectories associated with it. 
Let v be the speed of the tracked object computed from its 
trajectory over a period of W frames up to the current frame, 
and bCross a Boolean variable indicating whether the 
trajectory intersects the boundary of the  region of interest. We 
trigger an alarm if bCross = true and v >= SpeedThr, and 
reject the candidate otherwise. W and SpeedThr are user 
controllable parameters. In short, we check with the tracker to 
see if the candidate parked vehicle comes from outside the 
region of interest and travels at a reasonable speed. 

Different from previous works [1, 4, 15, 19, 27, 31] that use 
tracking to solve the generic abandoned object detection 
problem, in this application, we only use tracking information 
to provide an additional cue to reduce the false-alarm rate. The 
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implication is that instead of using long-term trajectories, 
which are usually unreliable under complex environments, we 
consider them in a small temporal window and use them only 
as some of the criteria for the abandoned object detection, 
reducing the impact of spurious and noisy trajectories. 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed algorithm is being used in our real-time smart 
video surveillance system – IBM Smart Surveillance Solutions 
[35]. In this section, some examples and quantitative results 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm for 
abandoned/removed object detection in a variety of 
environments. 

A. PETS 2006 Dataset 

We have tested our approach in the Pets 2006 dataset [41], 
which was designed to test abandoned object detection 
algorithms in a public space. The ground truth for the testing 
sequences include the number of persons and luggage 
involved in the event, and also spatial relationships between 
the luggage and person (to check whether the luggage is being 
attended or not). As we stated before, we just classify 
persistent foreground objects as abandoned items, without 
taking into consideration whether the object is being attended 
by a person or not. 

TABLE I: ABANDONED OBJECT DETECTION FOR 7 PETS2006 SEQUENCES. 

Sequence abandoned 
objects 

True 
Positives 

Static 
Person 

False 
Positives 

S1 1 1 0 0 
S2 1 1 0 0 
S3 1 1 1 0 
S4 1 1 0 0 
S5 1 1 0 0 
S6 1 1 0 0 
S7 1 1 0 0 

   

 
Figure 7: Sample images of detected abandoned object detection events in the 
PETS2006 dataset. 
 

The Pets 2006 dataset consists of multi-sensor sequences 
containing left-luggage scenarios with increasing scene 
complexity. There are seven different scenarios captured by 
four cameras from different viewpoints. Since our algorithm is 
based on a single camera, we used just one of the camera 
views in each scenario, totalizing seven testing sequences. We 
chose the camera where the object appears bigger in the video. 
The whole image region is used to detect the abandoned 
objects. Table I shows our obtained results for the seven 
sequences. Figure 7 shows a sample image of a detected 

abandoned object event. The scenarios are relatively simple, 
without many occlusions and crowds. Our algorithm detected 
all abandoned items, with zero false alarms. A static person is 
detected as an abandoned item in sequence S3. This could be 
removed by incorporating a person classifier. 

 
TABLE II: ABANDONED OBJECT DETECTION FOR THE ILIDS 
DATASET ABANDONED BAGGAGE SCENARIO. 

 
Sequence Abandoned 

objects 
True 

Positives 
Static 
Person 

True 
False 

Positives 
AB Easy 1 1 0 0 

AB Medium 1 1 3 1 
AB Hard 4 4 3 1 

ABTRA102a09 1 1 3 2 
ABTRA204a06 1 1 0 0 

 
TABLE III: PARKED VEHICLE DETECTION FOR THE ILIDS DATASET  
PARKED VEHICLE SCENARIO. 

 
Sequence Parked 

Vehicle 
True 

Positives 
False 

Positives 
PV Easy 2 2 0 

PV Medium 1 1 0 
PV Hard 1 1 1 
PV night 1 1 0 

PVTRA101a022 1 1 0 
 

B. The i-LIDS Dataset 

The i-LIDS video library provides a benchmark to facilitate 
the development and selection of video detection systems [42]. 
Our evaluation is based on two scenarios: abandoned baggage 
and parked vehicles. The abandoned baggage scenario 
contains alarm events of unattended bags on the platform of an 
underground station. The parked vehicles scenario contains 
alarm events of suspiciously parked vehicles in an urban 
setting. Figure 8 and 9 show some examples of the detected 
abandoned baggage and parked vehicles. Tables II and III 
show the details of the detection results. Unlike in paper [37], 
which only small regions are selected to detect the events, we 
use the whole camera view to detect the abandoned events. In 
both scenarios, we detected all the abandoned events (baggage 
and parked vehicles) with low false positives. Some static 
people are detected as abandoned items because we do not 
incorporate a person classifier. Note that a very small static 
water bottle is detected (the top-right image in Figure 8.)  

C. Results of Removed Objects 

Both Pets and iLids datasets are for abandoned object 
detection. We also collected a dataset that includes removed 
object events in different situations (retail stores, parking lot, 
lab, conference room, etc.) with different sizes and types of 
the removed objects (a bottle of water, a book, a laptop, a car, 
etc.) Table IV shows the detection results. For a total of 12 
removed objects, we detected 11 of them. One is missing 
because the pixels of the region are randomly updated to the 
background model, so the region after the object removed is 
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not detected as a static region.  Figure 10 shows examples of a 
parked car and a laptop when they are removed.  

 
Figure 8: Examples of detected abandoned objects in the iLids dataset 
abandoned baggage scenario. 

 

 
Figure 9: Examples of detected parked vehicles in the iLids dataset. 

 
TABLE IV: DETECTION RESULTS FOR REMOVED OBJECT DETECTION 

Removed 
Objects 

True 
Positives 

False 
Positives 

12 11 0 
 

 
Figure 10: Examples of detected removed objects in our dataset. 

 
 

D. Big City On-site Test  

Our system has been evaluated with repeated testing in a 
big city for public safety under very complex environments 
(crowded, raining, night, lighting change). For about 20 hours 
testing of four camera views which include scenarios of 
crowded, raining, daytime, and nighttime, there are in total 41 
abandoned events. Our system detects 36 events, achieving an 
87.8% detection rate. As shown in the system interface (Figure 
6), the user can specify the alert requirements for different 
scenarios by changing parameters of “Minimum detected 
object size (in pixels)”, “Maximum detected object size (in 
pixels)”, and “Wait time before triggering alarm (in seconds).” 
Only for those abandoned/removed objects that meet the alert 
requirements that are defined by users will trigger the alerts. 

In the test, the minimum size of the abandoned objects is 
changed from 75 – 700 pixels, the maximum size of the 
abandoned object is set as the pixels of whole image frame, 
and the abandoned time is set as 2 minutes. The interest region 
for alert detection is selected as the whole region of the 
images. Figure 11 displays the detection accuracy and false 
positive rate changes along the minimum object size by 
keeping other conditions same for our system on-site test in 
the big city. When the value of the minimum object size is 
bigger, both the detection accuracy and the false positives 
decrease. That means that abandoned objects with smaller 
sizes could be missed. However, a lower cost of assessment 
and response is needed from the security office.  

 
Figure 11: False positives and accuracy change based on minimum object 
size. 

E.   Complement with Tracking 

To show the effectiveness of leveraging tracking 
information, we compare the performances of our system 
with/without using the tracking algorithm. The evaluations are 
done in a big city to detect illegally parked vehicles under 
complex environments where lighting varies from bright 
daytime to fluorescent nighttime, weather from sunny to 
raining, and camera angle from frontal to profile. The region 
of interest is set to the area where parking is not allowed. The 
sizes of abandoned objects are set to 500 pixels and the 
abandoned time is set to 5 minutes.  
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Table V shows the comparison of the parked vehicle 
detection results on video sequences of 53 hours long in total. 
The false-alarm rate is reduced from 44.5% to 20.7%, a ~25% 
reduction by incorporating the trajectories. The improvement 
is even more significant during nighttime where the interplay 
between the headlights of vehicles and street lights causes a 
lot more false positives. Table VI shows the detection results 
on nighttime video sequences of 28 hours in total. Note that 
without further verification, the false positives outnumber the 
true positives, rendering the system uninformative. Figure 12 
shows examples of detected parked vehicles under different 
lighting conditions.  

 

 
Figure 12: Examples of detected parked vehicles. The dashed rectangle 
indicates user defined region of interest. 

 
TABLE V: COMPARISON OF PARKED VEHICLE DETECTION WITH AND 
WITHOUT USING TRACKING INFORMATION FOR REAL WORLD 
DEPLOYMENT (OVERALL)  

Approaches Parked 
Vehicle 

True 
Positives 

False 
Positives 

Detection w/o 
Trajectory 

Verification 
81 66 53 

Detection with 
Trajectory 

Verification 
81 61 16 

 
TABLE VI: COMPARISON OF PARKED VEHICLE DETECTION WITH AND 
WITHOUT USING TRACKING INFORMATION FOR REAL WORLD 
DEPLOYMENT (NIGHTTIME)  

Approaches Parked 
Vehicle 

True 
Positives 

False 
Positives 

Detection w/o 
Trajectory 

Verification 
4 4 23 

Detection with 
Trajectory 

Verification 
4 2 4 

 

 
Figure 13: Examples of typical false positives and false negatives. 

 
Figure 14: One example of wrong heal type detection. (a) Background 

image. (b) Current image with abandoned object covering license plate. (c) 
Erode mask overlaid in current image. (d) Resulting segmentation for current 
image. (e) Eroded mask overlaid in background image. (f) Resulting 
segmentation for background image.  

F. Limitations 

The accuracy of abandoned object detection is influenced 
by several factors: 

• Foreground fragments due to imperfect background 
subtraction (see Figure 13-left example). 

• The size of the abandoned object is too small or the 
abandoned object is occluded (see Figure 13-right 
example).  

• Adverse weather conditions like rain and snow cause 
higher false-alarm rates. 

• Low light conditions reduce the ability to discern one 
object from another, causing higher error rates. 

• Static object detection in extremely crowded scenes is 
much more difficult, leading to higher error rates. 
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• Quick lighting changes cause problems to detect 
abandoned or removed objects. Although our 
background model adapts to quick lighting changes, 
there are few cases where significant and quick 
illumination changes occur after an object has been 
abandoned, but before the alarm has been triggered. In 
this situation, the whole background model is updated 
with the abandoned item, which cannot be detected. If 
the lighting change is just temporary, then our system is 
able to recover using the previous background model. 
False negatives in this scenario occur only when the 
change is persistent. 

• Low contrast situations, e.g., black bag on a black 
background, lead to missed detections (see example in 
Figure 14). Our heal type detection method (for 
classifying whether an object was removed or 
abandoned) achieves much better results than previous 
approaches based on edge energy analysis. However, it 
may fail in situations where the color of the object is 
very similar to the background.  Figure 14 shows a 
black bag abandoned in a black background. In this 
case, the segmentation process applied in the image 
containing the object does not stop in the object 
boundaries, but leaks over all the background. The 
resulting segmented region may be similar to the 
segmentation applied in the background image, making 
the heal type decision unclear. A possible solution to 
this problem is to use multispectral imaging to 
accentuate the contrast between the object and the 
background when they have the same color. 

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

We have presented a new framework to robustly and 
efficiently detect abandoned and removed objects in complex 
environments for real-time video surveillance.   The mixture 
of Gaussians background subtraction method is employed to 
detect both background and static foregrounds by using the 
same Gaussian mixture model. Then the static foregrounds 
were classified into abandoned or removed objects by 
segmenting and comparing the surrounding areas of the 
background model and the foreground image. Our method can 
handle occlusions in complex environments with crowds. 
Furthermore, in order to reduce false alarms, we have 
employed tracking information in a small temporal window to 
provide an additional cue to filter out the impact of spurious 
and noisy trajectories for abandoned object detection. The 
testing results which are based on different scenarios have 
proved that our approach can be successfully applied in real-
world surveillance applications. 
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